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Too many acronyms: CSR, ESG, RI
Corporate
Social
Responsibility

Companies taking responsibility for their impact on society
Integration of social and environmental concerns into mainstream business operations
Voluntary

Environmental,
Social and
Governance
Factors

Term used by investors and lenders to evaluate investments
Factors that can impact a company’s ability to execute its business strategy and create
value
Non-financial criteria

Responsible
Investment

Investment strategy
That takes into account ESG factors in some way
Number of different RI approaches
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E, S and G???
Environmental

Social

Governance

Climate change

Slavery

Executive pay

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Child labour

Bribery and corruption

Local communities

Resource depletion,
including water

Conflict/Wars

Political lobbying and
donations

Waste and pollution
Deforestation

Health and safety
Employee relations
Diversity
Demographic change

Board diversity and
structure
Tax strategy
Data protection

Digitalisation
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Global Megatrends

Climate change
and resource
scarcity

• Megatrends are global, sustained, macroeconomic shifts that are changing the way
we live and do business

• Awareness of them is critical for futureproofing business strategy
• They interconnect and overlap

Technological
breakthroughs

Global
Megatrends

Demographic
and social
change

• Environmental & Social (sustainability)
issues feature strongly
Shift in global
economic
power

Rapid
urbanization
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Global Risk Register
• The Global Risks Report 2019,
World Economic Forum
• Over last 10 years, Economic/geopolitical risks (blue) being replaced
with Environmental (green)
• E & S risks moving steadily up the
agenda in terms of both likelihood
and impact
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Why do Investors care about ESG?
• Shock announcement: Investors are focussed
on non financial factors for the money!
• Must be this way - Fiduciary Duty obligations
• Financial risk/financial return
• Attention to ESG factors has grown because
of their impact on corporate financial
performance

• Corporate responsibility argument
increasingly lines up with the financial one
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Responsible Investment
What it is not:

•
•
•
•
•

Not:
Not:
Not:
Not:
Not:

Ethical Investment
Philanthropy
Breach of fiduciary duty
Sacrifice of Returns
about solely investing in environmentally
themed products
• Not: A new approach to investment but rather an
additional lens through which to evaluate
investment decisions.

What it
is:
“Responsible Investment is an
approach to investing that aims to
incorporate environmental social and
governance (ESG) factors into
investment decisions – to better
manage risk and generate
sustainable, long-term returns.”
Principles of Responsible Investment
definition
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A Diverse Range of RI Approaches(1)
Exclusions

Norms-based
screening

Best-in-class

ESG
integration

Engagement
and voting

Sustainabilitythemed
investment

Impact
investment
(1)

Eurosif 2018 SRI Study
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Drivers of the Rise of RI
• Recognition by financial community of relevance of
ESG factors to financial performance, particularly
around governance and increasingly around
climate change and other environmental issues

Evidence of the Global Momentum
The Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) are Voluntary and
Aspirational Principles but… exponential growth in signatories:

• International agreements driving legal and
regulatory requirements – both in real economy
and in financial sector – Paris Agreement and UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
• Industry drivers – tenders & competitive edge
• Client demand – new (and older) generation of
investors and beneficiaries – more socially and
environmentally conscious

PRI Signatories
2,000

AUM
$80 trillion

From
50 countries
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Benefits for Companies of Focussing on ESG
Improved long term financial performance due to:
• Access to capital and cost of that capital

Economic

• Cost savings and productivity
• Risk management
• Revenue growth and market access
• Brand value and reputation

• License to operate

Sustainable
Profitable Growth

Environmental

Social

• Human capital management
• Employee retention and recruitment
• New product and service innovation

Sustainability in a business context means that the intersection between
the economics and the relevant environmental and social factors is what
will deliver sustainable growth and profits into the future
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ESG Reporting Challenges
Challenges for Investors
• Quality of ESG information disclosed
• Incomparability of company ESG data
• Inconsistency across different ESG ratings
firms

Challenges for Companies
• Complexity and burden of ESG reporting
• Interaction between finance teams and
sustainability teams
• Interaction with the ESG ratings firms
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The ESG Reporting Ecosystem
• Fundamental enabler to
ESG performance
management
• Up to companies to do
the reporting
• But a number of
stakeholder groups exert
significant influence on
the types of ESG
information reported,
the way it is
communicated and the
way it is used

GRI
SASB

Governments

Standard
Setters

Financial regulators

CDP
IIRC

GRI10

Stock exchanges

Regulators

Framework
Developers

Companies

Asset owners

TCFD

EY
KPMG

Asset managers

Assurance
Providers

Investors

Private Equity firms

Deloitte
PwC

Sustainalytics

Data
providers

Vigeo Eiris
MSCI
Bloomberg
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The Future of ESG
• Focus on ESG is not going away
• Investors focus driven by financial risk/return
• Also governments and citizens increasingly looking
to companies to take a leading role in addressing
critical global challenges
• Importantly, this is not about companies sacrificing
financial performance
• Increasing input from investors on decision useful
information they need – e.g. TCFD

• Increasing regulation as policymakers guide the
market – e.g. EU Sustainable Finance Action Plan
• Integrated reporting

Jan 2018
BlackRock CEO Larry Fink said at the New York Times
Dealbook Conference on Thursday that within five
years, all investors will be using ESG (environmental,
social, and governance) metrics.
Nov 2018

• Impact not just statistics – link to SDGs
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